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How US Imperialism Benefits from Climate Movement
what the world needs now is a communist climate
Since Al Gore’s Academy Award-winning documentary “An Inconvenient Truth” (2006) a
growing bloc of US capitalists has organized
around Gore’s environmental politics. In September it mobilized hundreds of thousands for the
“People’s Climate March” and the UN Climate
Summit (see RF, v. 4, #16).
There’s a contradiction between “Mother
Earth” and “No Planet B” slogans on one hand,
and the patriotic “We (Americans)” language and
Statue-of-Liberty imagery used by the same activists. But what they have in common is denying
class struggle. The drumbeat of all-class unity,
combined with open China-bashing, will help US
rulers win some workers and youth to fight and
support their wars—eventually, world war.
The main US rulers are using this mass mobilization to strengthen their hand against domestic
coal, gas and oil producers who put their narrow
interests ahead of the US imperialist system.
The New York Times (10/5/14) described the
disappearing Louisiana wetlands as, “like any environmental disaster carried beyond a certain
point, a national-security threat.” The threatened
region contains 10% of US oil reserves and 25%
of refinery capacity.
The Times attacked politicians controlled by
oil and gas companies who are helping these
companies avoid sharing the cost of repairing the
damage they’ve caused.
National Republican leaders oppose Obama on
everything, including a proposed $37/ton carbon
fee. For now, energy policy is left to the states,
but US imperialism can’t compete internationally
that way. Democrats are using these issues – and
the Supreme Court, the minimum wage, drug
sentencing, and more – to “get out the vote.”
- Environmental leaders downplay all other

ade – as minor compared with CO2 emissions.
Some admit that capitalism causes climate
change but declare that climate change “can’t
wait” for revolution.
As another article (RF v. 4 #15) explained, this
reformism is a deadly diversion. The growing climate crisis is yet another reason to mobilize the
masses for communism now!
This movement prepares the masses ideologically to accept a sharp decline in our standard of
living in the name of “reducing our carbon footprint” and “saving life on earth as we know it” or
even “saving civilization.”
“Life as we know it” is CAPITALISM (which
calls itself “civilization”!) and we need to kill it,
not save it.
Communism: How We Need to Live
Many climate-change activists are disgusted
with capitalism and how it forces us to live. They
are eager to swap their cars for bicycles or lawns
for organic vegetable gardens. They talk about
“living simply so others can simply live.”
Our Party organizes mainly among those who
are fighting to simply live. But let’s also win
more environmental activists to collectively organizing for communism.
Capitalist culture tirelessly promotes individualism and selfishness. Capitalist commodity
production undergirds this “look out for #1” ideology. Still, the masses –especially industrial
workers – know from experience that we rise or
fall together. Many act unselfishly and even heroically in a worthy cause – witness the Ebola crisis.
The rulers want to manipulate this unselfishness
to get us to accept a big economic hit from their
“carbon pricing” while they maximize profits and
use new tax money to rebuild their military.
We, in contrast, see in the unselfishness of the

defeating selfishness and individualism.
In our communist future we will share the hardships of the struggle as well as the fruits of our
collective labor. Nobody will benefit from another’s misery. All will be asked to take responsibility for ensuring that everyone’s needs are met.
Industrial workers and soldiers will lead in organizing both production and decision-making.
The mobilized masses will develop new knowledge, technologies, and social forms to confront
problems facing us. We’ll find ways to move forward together.
The interrelated crises of capitalism – economic, political, military, environmental, cultural—are our opportunity. Let’s seize it!
Communist workers’ power will reverse the immiseration of the masses, undo capitalism’s environmental destruction, erase all borders, end
imperialist war, and transform our way of life. .
Forward to communism!

“Without revolutionary theory there can be no revolutionary movement.” Lenin, What Is To Be Done

Soviet Russia in the 1920s:
rediscovery and development of dialectical materialism
It was not easy to learn dialectical materialism
in the USSR in the 1920s. There were two reasons
for this. One was the lack of good study materials.
There were very few books that gave simple, correct explanations of what dialectical materialism
is and how it can be used in the fight for communism.
The second reason was that much of the writing
on dialectical materialism was done by revisionists, especially by so-called Mensheviks. These
people still had the old social-democratic politics
and a wrong philosophy to go along with it. Some
advocated the anti-dialectical mechanist philosophy discussed in previous columns, a view supported by some Soviet leaders. Others advocated
dialectics, but their version of it was much more
about harmony than Lenin’s dialectics of revolution.
These two weaknesses of Soviet philosophy are
closely connected. Since the Bolshevik party
lacked a well-developed party position on the main
issues of dialectical materialism, they were not in
a position to teach it to the masses. This situation
only improved after a ten-year struggle, ending
about 1932. This column will give a sketch of that
struggle.
New Sources
One important weapon in the fight for dialectical materialism was the Soviet publication of previously unknown works by Marx, Engels and
Lenin. Marx’s early critique of Hegel’s dialectics,

Engels book on the dialectics of nature, and
Lenin’s notes on his study of Hegel were all published in the 1920s. These works were very important for rediscovering what was already known
about dialectical materialism, and supporting those
fighting for a good line.
The Fight Against Mechanism
The anti-dialectical mechanist philosophy had
considerable support among natural scientists and
was used in the party’s campaigns against religion.
The main struggle against this philosophy was
fought by students of the ex-Menshevik Avram
Deborin, a follower of Plekhanov. The Deborinites
conducted a long campaign against mechanism in
books, conferences and academic journals. After a
vote at a big conference in 1929, mechanism was
declared defeated and condemned by the party
leadership.
The Deborinites’ criticism of mechanism was
valuable, but their own philosophy had serious
faults. Soon some communist philosophy students
who had recently graduated from the party’s Institute of Red Professors began to attack Deborinite
philosophy and Stalin encouraged them to keep it
up. The Deborinites were criticized for a number
of things, including: (1) that they hadn’t absorbed
Lenin’s advances over the old social-democratic
philosophy, (2) that their philosophy was completely removed from the party’s practical work,
its political struggles and campaign of economic
construction, and (3) they did not see their job as

developing and defending a party-wide position in
philosophy.
Unlike Marx, Deborin claimed that Hegel had
been essentially right about dialectics, saying that
“in general the Hegelian construction must be considered correct also from the materialist point of
view.” He endorsed the idea that when a contradiction is resolved, the two sides form a higher
unity where “they do not conflict.” Marx’s revolutionary idea that the two sides of a contradiction
“fight to a decision” and one defeats the other was
dismissed by the Deborinites when it was first
published in 1927.
Overcoming the Deborinites
After extensive debate the Deborinites were removed from their assignments in 1931. The students who had started the campaign against them
were given the responsibility of developing improved formulations of dialectical materialism and
creating new textbooks for wide use. Two textbooks were written, one by a group in Moscow
and the other in Leningrad. These books were
eventually translated into other languages and established what we still take to be the basic contents
of dialectics. Both texts were translated into Chinese and studied extensively in China, strongly influencing Mao Zedong’s writings on philosophy.
These texts were a big step forward, but Soviet
philosophy in the 1930s also had serious shortcomings. We will discuss some of them in our next
column.

